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It is shown that zonal magnetic fields can be parametrically excited by low-frequency dispersive driftlike
compressional electromagnetic(DDCEM) modes in a nonuniform dusty magnetoplasma. For this purpose, we
derive a pair of coupled equations which exhibits the nonlinear coupling between DDCEM modes and zonal
magnetic fields. The coupled mode equations are Fourier analyzed to derive a nonlinear dispersion relation.
The latter depicts that zonal magnetic fields are nonlinearly generated at the expense of the low-frequency
DDCEM wave energy. The relevance of our investigation to the transfer of energy from short scale DDCEM
waves to long scale zonal magnetic field structures in dark molecular clouds is discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Several years ago Birket al. [1] developed the magneto-
hydrodynamic equations for dusty plasmas and studied the
magnetic reconnection processes that lead to the formation
of magnetic islands. Three years ago, Rudakovet al. [2]
dwelled on the role of charged dust particles in decoupling of
the plasma from the magnetic field in a nonuniform astro-
physical plasma. The decoupling of a nonuniform dusty
plasma(containing electrons, ions, and stationary charged
dust grains) from the magnetic field is attributed to the exis-
tence of a low-frequency(in comparison with the ion gyrof-
requency) nondispersive magnetic dust drift wave[2,3],
which is associated with the rotational electric field[1] E
=sJ3Bd /cqdnd0, where J=esni0vi −ne0ved=sc/4pd=3B is
the sum of the ion and electron current densities,B is the
sum of the dc and oscillating magnetic fields,visved is the ion
(electron) fluid velocity, qd=−ezdsezdd for negatively(posi-
tively) charged dust grains,e is the magnitude of the electron
charge,zd is the number of charges on dust grains,nj0 is the
unperturbed number density of the particle speciesj (j equals
e for electrons,i for ions, andd for dust grains), andc is the
speed of light in vacuum. In the magnetic dust drift waves,
both the electrons and ions suffer thecE3B /B2 drift, and in
a nonuniform dusty plasma we thus haveJ
<−sqdnd0ec/B2dE3B. The frequency of the magnetic dust
drift wave [2] is proportional[inversely proportional] to the
magnetic field strengthB0 [to ]szdnd0d−1/]x]. This mode is
also contained in Eq.(25) of Ref. [1] when the plasma has
the dust density inhomogeneity. Rudakov[3] also illumi-
nated the properties of magnetic sound and whistler waves,
and reported a low-frequency(in comparison with the ion
gyrofrequency) magnetic monopole vortex whose dynamics
is governed by the Hasegawa-Mima equation[4]. Shukla and
Mamun [5] discussed the properties of magnetic shock
waves that are based on Eq.(5) of Rudakov [3]. Further-
more, Rudakov[6] applied the Hall dynamo physics to as-
trophysical dusty plasmas. An up-to-date knowledge of the
magnetohydrodynamic waves in dusty plasmas is contained
in two textbooks[7,8].

Very recently, Shukla [9,10] reported a new low-
frequency[in comparison with the Rao cutoff frequency[11]

VR=zdnd0vci /ne0, where vci=eB0/mic is the ion gyrofre-
quency andmi is the ion mass] compressional electromag-
netic wave in a nonuniform magnetoplasma composed of
electrons, ions, and an ensemble of stationary charged dust
grains. The presence of the latter in a magnetoplasma pro-
duces charge imbalance and an associated electric field,
which in conjunction with theJ3B force causes accelera-
tion and rotation of ions[11]. When the ion rotation fre-
quencyVR (or the Rao cutoff frequency[11]) is much larger
than the wave frequency under consideration, the cross-field
ion drift velocity in the compressional magnetic field pertur-
bation is inversely proportional to the dust charge density.
We thus have a unique ion motion in the plane perpendicular
to the external magnetic fieldB0ẑ, whereẑ is the unit vector
along thez direction, Since in an inhomogeneous dusty mag-
netoplasma the electric field is rotational, there appears a
dispersive driftlike compressional electromagnetic
(DDCEM) mode [9,10] propagating in a direction perpen-
dicular to both the density gradient and external magnetic
field directions.

In this Brief Report, we show that finite amplitude
DDCEM modes can parametrically excite large scale zonal
magnetic fields in a nonuniform dusty magnetoplasma.
Physically, a short wavelength(in comparison with r
=lini0/zdnd0, whereli =c/vpi is the ion skin depth andvpi

=Î4pni0e
2/mi is the ion plasma frequency) DDCEM mode

interacts nonlinearly with long wavelength zonal magnetic
field perturbations and generates short wavelength DDCEM
sidebands. The latter, in turn, interact with the DDCEM
pump and produce the Reynolds stress on zonal magnetic
fields, which are amplified. Such a nonlinear mechanism can
thus produces large scale magnetic field structures[12],
which are relevant for astrophysical settings that are com-
posed of charged dust grains[13–15], electrons and ions.

II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

We consider a multicomponent magnetoplasma composed
of neutrals, electrons, ions, and charged dust grains. The ex-
ternal magnetic field isB0ẑ. The neutrals and micron-sized
charged dust grains are supposed to be stationary. The
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plasma has a density gradient]nj0/]x along thex axis. At
equilibrium, we haveeni0sxd=ene0sxd−qdsxdnd0sxd. We shall
focus on the dynamics of low-frequency(in comparison with
VR) electromagnetic waves in thex−y plane by isolating the
motion of electrons and ions parallel toẑ. The governing
equations for our purposes are[10]

sdi + nindvi =
s= 3 Bd 3 B

4pnemi
+

qdnd

cnemi
vi 3 B, s1d

and

] B

] t
= = 3 sve 3 Bd, s2d

where dt=] /]t+vi ·=, nin is the ion-neutral collision fre-
quency, B= ẑsB0+B1d is the total magnetic field,B1

;B1sx,y,td is the compressional magnetic field perturbation,
nisned is the total ion selectrond number density, and the
electron-neutral collision frequency is supposed to be smaller
than the electron gyrofrequency. The electron fluid velocity
is

ve =
ni

ne
vi −

c

4pene
= 3 B, s3d

which is obtained from the Maxwell equation by neglecting
the displacement current, in view of the low phase speedsin
comparison withcd electromagnetic waves under consider-
ation. In the absence of dust, we haveni =ne and VR=0.
Consequently, the second term in the right-hand side of Eq.
s1d identically vanishes.

In the following, we consider a dusty plasmasni0Þne0d
and focus onudt+ninu!VR andB1!B0. Thus, we have from
Eq. (1)

vi' <
c

4pqdnd0
ẑ 3 ='B1 −

ne0mic
2

4pqd
2nd0

2 B0

sDt + nind='B1,

s4d

where the subscript' stands for the component perpendicu-
lar to ẑ, and we have denoted

Dt =
]

] t
+

c

4pqdnd0
ẑ 3 =B1 · =',

and

=' = S ]

] x
,

]

] y
,0D .

Equations4d exhibits that the oscillatory ion fluid velocity in
the compressional magnetic field perturbationB1 is inversely
proportional to the dust charge density.

Combining Eqs.(2)–(4), and taking thez component of
the resulting equation, we obtain to leading order[10],

]tB1 −
cB0

4p
ẑ 3 =S 1

qdnd0
D · =B1 − r2sDt + nind='

2 B1 = 0,

s5d

which generalizes the work of Shuklaf9g by including the
ion-neutral dragsthenin termd. In the linear regime, we Fou-
rier analyze Eq.s5d to obtain the frequency of damped
DDCEM modesf10g,

v =
kyU*

1 + k'
2 r2 − i

nink'
2 r2

1 + k'
2 r2 , s6d

where ky is the y component of the wave vector,U*
=−scB0/4pd] s1/qdnd0d /]x, andk'

2 =kx
2+ky

2.
On the other hand, zonal magnetic fields, which haveky

=0, are purely damped due to ion-neutral collisions, i.e.,

v = − i
ninkx

2r2

1 + kx
2r2 , s7d

which shows that long wavelengthsin comparison withrd
zonal magnetic fields will have a long lifetime. Zonal mag-
netic fields can be excited by the DDCEM modes, as dis-
cussed below.

The nonlinear interactions between the DDCEM modes
and zonal magnetic fields are governed by

]

] t
s1 − r2¹'

2 dB1s + U*
] B1s

] y
− D¹'

2 B1s −
cr2

4pqdnd0
fsẑ

3 =B1z · =d¹'
2 B1s + sẑ 3 =B1s · =d='

2 B1zg = 0, s8d

which is obtained by settingB1=B1s+B1z in Eq. s5d. Here
D=ninr2, and the subscripts and z represent the quantities
associated with the DDCEM modes and zonal magnetic
fields, respectively.

For azimuthally symmetric zonal magnetic fields, we ob-
tain from Eq.(5)

]

] t
s1 − r2¹'

2 dB1z − D¹'
2 B1z −

cr2

4pqdnd0

3ksẑ 3 =B1s · =d¹'
2 B1sl = 0, s9d

where the fourth term in the left-hand side is the averaged
sover the DDCEM wave periodd Reynolds stress of rapidly
oscillating DDCEM modes.

III. THE NONLINEAR DISPERSION RELATION

Nonlinear interactions between a finite amplitude
DDCEM pump sv0,k0d and zonal magnetic windssV ,K d
excite upper and lower sidebandssv± ,k±d, where v±

=V±v0 andk±=K ±k0 are the frequencies and wave vectors
of the sidebands. Thus, we write

B1s = Bs0+ exps− iv0t + ik0 · r d + Bs0− expsiv0t − ik0 · r d

+ o
+,−

B1s± exps− iv±t + ik± · r d, s10ad

and
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B1z = B̂1z exps− iVt + iK · r d, s10bd

where the subscript 0± and ± stand for the pump and side-
bands, respectively.

Inserting Eqs.(10a) and (10b) into Eqs.(8) and (9) and
Fourier analyzing we obtain

S±B1s± = ± i
cq'

2 r2

4pqdnd0

ẑ 3 k0 ·K

s1 + k'±
2 r2d

Bs0±B̂1z, s11d

and

sV + iGzdB̂1z = i
cr2

4pqdnd0

ẑ 3 k0 ·K

s1 + K2r2d

3 sK−
2Bs0+B1s− − K+

2Bs0−B1s+d, s12d

whereS±=v±−v*± + iGs±, v*± =ky±U* /a±, Gs±=nink'±
2 r2/a±,

a±=1+k'±
2 r2,q'

2 =K'
2 −k'0

2 , K±
2=k'±

2 −k0
2, and Gz

=ninK2r2/ s1+K2r2d. Equations11d shows that the DDCEM
sidebands are created due to the beating of the DDCEM
pump and zonal magnetic fields. The latter, in turn, are am-
plified due to the low-frequency ponderomotive force arising
from the DDCEM pump and sidebands, as depicted in the
right-hand side of Eq.s12d.

Eliminating B1s± from Eq. (12) by using Eq.(11) we ob-
tain the nonlinear dispersion relation

V + iGz =
c2r4Bs0

2

16p2qd
2nd0

2

uẑ 3 k0 ·K u2q'
2

s1 + K'
2 r2d o

+,−

K±
2

a±S±
, s13d

whereBs0
2 =Bs0+Bs0−. In the absence of the pump, we have

V=−iGz, which is the damping rate of zonal magnetic flows.
For uVu@Gz, v0@Gs±, and k'0

2 @K'
2 we have from Eq.

(13)

V2 < −
k'0

2 c2r4Bs0
2

8p2qd
2nd0

2

uẑ 3 k0 ·K u2

s1 + K'
2 r2d

k0 ·K '

s1 + k'0
2 r2d

, s14d

which depicts a purely growingsV= iVid instability when the
DDCEM pump is turned on. Fork0·K '.0, the growth rate
for the azimuthally symmetric zonal magnetic field excita-
tion is

Vi =
k'0cr2Bs0

2Î2pzdend0

uẑ 3 k0 ·K uuk0' ·K 'u1/2

fs1 + K'
2 r2ds1 + k'0

2 r2dg1/2, s15d

which reveals that the increment of the purely growing zonal
magnetic fields is directly proportional to the magnetic field
amplitude of the DDCEM pump. Thee-folding timesVi

−1d of
the present instability for dark molecular clouds, whereni0

, 310−4 cm−3, nd0,10−7 cm−3, zd,10, B0,230 mG is
roughly 104 s for k'0r,1, uK 'u,0.1uk'0u, and Bs0
,23mG. The growth time is shorter than the ion-neutral
relaxation rate, which is 23105 s for the neutral density
of roughly 104 cm−3.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In summary, we have presented a mechanism for generat-
ing long wavelength(in comparison withr) zonal magnetic
fields by low-frequency(in comparison withVR), short
wavelength DDCEM modes in a nonuniform dusty magne-
toplasma. Specifically, it has been shown that energy from
short wavelength DDCEM mode can be parametrically
coupled to sidebands and long wavelength zonal magnetic
fields. The latter are amplified due to the Reynolds stress
arising from the beating of the DDCEM pump and side-
bands. The growth rate for the zonal magnetic field excita-
tion is directly proportional to the magnetic field strength of
the DDCEM pump. Parametrically excited zonal magnetic
fields attain large amplitudes and may self-organize in the
form of large scale vortices. Such vortices constitute a dy-
namical paradigm for intermittency in interstellar media con-
taining nonlinearly coupled DDCEM modes and zonal mag-
netic fields. Hence, the present investigation provides an
essential nonlinear mechanism for the transfer of energy
from low-frequency short wavelength DDCEM modes to
large scale enhanced zonal magnetic winds in nonuniform
interstellar dusty magnetoplasmas[13–15] whose constitu-
ents are neutrals, electrons, ions, and charged dust grains.
Our results may also be useful in understanding the origin of
low-frequency compressional electromagnetic wave driven
zonal magnetic winds in low-temperature laboratory dusty
plasma discharges. We are hoping that forthcoming labora-
tory experiments in an external magnetic field should be able
to verify our theoretical prediction of DDCEM waves in as-
sociation with zonal magnetic fields.
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